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*Once you have set up your account with Medical Concierge Services & paid 
their one-time fee to handle the medical insurance portion.

SNORE
SCREENING

During your patient’s first visit, you will complete three 
evaluation/order forms, a superbill, and chart notes. You will then 
submit these documents along with the patient’s insurance 
information to MCS to begin the sleep process. MCS will contact the 
patient to ship them their overnight sleep study and discuss their 
co-pay ($25-$245 depending on insurance).

REVIEW
DIAGNOSIS

Once your patient sends their sleep study back to MCS, they 
will have it reviewed and send you the results. You will then 
discuss sleep options and create a treatment plan. At this 
point you will need to send chart notes with treatment plan, 
a CPAP Affidavit, & a superbill to MCS so they can 
pre-authorize the patient’s Panthera D-SAD (sleep apnea device).

TAKE
IMPRESSIONS

Once pre-authorization is completed, either scan or take impressions 
of the UPPER and LOWER full arches. Then you will use the Airway 
Metrics System to find the appropriate vertical and protrusive fit.  
Once found, use the included bite fork and Panisil Putty to scan or 
impress the open bite with the Airway Key in place. These will be sent 
to First Impressions. Chart notes & superbill will be sent to MCS.

DEVICE
DELIVERY

When your Panthera D-SAD is sent to your office, it’s time for 
patient delivery. Please see the video below for first insertion in 
patient’s mouth and how to use the titration rods. We have also 
included videos on how to clean and care for patient’s Panthera 
device and how to make chairside adjustments. Chart notes 
& superbill will be sent to MCS.

EFFICACY
FOLLOW UP

After several weeks, we suggest having another sleep study be 
ordered to test the efficacy of the device. A follow up visit will allow 
you to review the follow up sleep report, make any adjustments 
needed, and discuss overall efficacy of your patient’s Panthera 
D-SAD device. Chart notes & superbill will be sent to MCS.
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